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E&O Policy
Understanding the Advisor Professional Liability (E&O) Policy

Policy provisions overview:
 Claims made and reported

 Retroactive date or Full Prior Acts

 Extended reporting period

 Limits of liability and deductibles

 Defense costs

 Vicarious liability- Agency versus Individual Coverage

 Claim reporting requirements
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E&O Policy
Understanding Policy Exclusions

• Not the intent of policy
 Any claim or negligent act which occurred or commenced before Retroactive 

Date  as shown on the certificate
 Circumstances Known at Inception
 Activities / Services not included within definition of Insured Services (outside 

intended scope of coverage)

• Not insurable/Not insurable by law
 Fines, Penalties and Punitive Damages (including breaches in CASL)
 Dishonest or Fraudulent Acts
 Any willful violation of any statute
 Insolvency or Bankruptcy of Insured

• Insurable elsewhere
 CGL
 Employers Liability
 Directors and Officers
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E&O Policy
Claims Overview

What is a Claim?

• A verbal or written demand for monetary damages in relation to Insured Services

• A written allegation of breach in rendering Insured Services resulting from a 
negligent error, negligent omission or negligent act which was committed or was 
alleged to have been committed

• While many may never experience a claim, there has been an increase in the 
number of claims being brought against advisors over the last decade

• Understanding the types of claims, common allegations and errors and trends in 
claims may help advisors avoid or mitigate loss
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E&O Policy
Claims Overview

Client Complaints or Litigation Reporting

• It is important to fully understand the claim reporting requirements of your E&O 
policy and when to report

• Failure to follow the reporting provisions of your policy may result in a denial of 
coverage

• If and when you become aware of a claim or situation which may reasonably give 
rise to a claim, you are required to:

 Report the incident to the Insurer immediately

 Not disclose details of your file with any third party other than the Insurer

 Co-operate fully during the investigation
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Claims Drivers

• Error Type

528 May 2015
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Claims Drivers

• Process Step
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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• Typically documentation errors

• Good product, but wrong customer due to age, assets, income, sophistication, 
risk appetite, etc. – all of which was known/available to you.  "He knew what he 
was getting into!" is hard to prove in hindsight.

Customer Profile/Investment Advice
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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• Customer profile completed after the fact, i.e., picked an investment, then 
worked backward towards the profile

• Customer profile not completed – or at least, you cannot produce a profile 
signed by the customer…

Customer Profile/Investment Advice
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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• Guaranteed outcomes- customer recall or poorly executed illustrations

• Discretionary trading

• Referrals – especially with some sharing of commission or ‘finders fee’

Customer Profile/Investment Advice
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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• Shortcuts to wealth

– Investments that look too good to be true usually are not true

– Favorable tax treatment – opinion letters from lawyers and accountants 
notwithstanding

– Relying on the work product of others

• Unfamiliar products a/k/a 'dabbling'

Customer Profile/Investment Advice
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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• Tepid recommendations against a bad product

Customer Profile/Investment Advice
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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• Cannot document that customer was told about product features, e.g., loads or a 
'lock-in' period

• Customer told of charges/limitations the first time, but not on subsequent trades

– Especially if s/he is shifted, e.g., from no-load or monthly fee to a load fund, 
or is locked in for a  period of time with the new product

Transactional Errors 
• Trade not completed on a timely basis

• Wrong fund selected or wrong % allocation

Disclosure Errors
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Claims Drivers – Common Scenarios
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Identity Scams

Blank Signed Forms

• The client's email account was compromised in late December 2014 and an unknown person 
was sending emails pretending to be [client]

• The unknown person sent email to the Advisor … asking for the value in the funds and 
requesting to withdraw the funds

• The advisor sent the necessary Trading Form to the client's email address and suspicion arose 
when the unknown person requested the funds be transferred to an out of country bank 
account and then to a Canadian Business Account

• The Advisor called the client and the client confirmed that she was not the one the Advisor had 
been corresponding with via email
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Claims Prevention
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• Rigorously follow 'Standard Operating Procedures' (SOP's).

• Documentation: "If it isn't documented it didn't happen."

• Be sceptical and, where possible, verify information provided by customers.  
Never 'stretch' to arrive at suitability.  Always use real data.

Keys to Success
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Claims Prevention
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Keys To Success
• Tell customers what they need to know, not what they want to hear -- which may 

mean losing some customers.

• Only deal in sound products that are covered by your E&O policy.

• Only work with, and refer business to, sound business partners.

• Clearly disclaim knowledge, expertise, license, etc., regarding unfamiliar 
dealers/advisors/products.

• Anyone who loses money doing business with you may well make a claim against 
you.  Anyone.
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Risk Management and Best Practices
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Why Purchase E&O?

• Provincially mandated in certain Provinces (depending on license) 

• May be mandated by certain Professional Associations, Dealers or Life 
Insurers

• Good business practice:

• To provide protection for your exposure when rendering professional services-
this includes both actual or alleged errors or omissions 

• To provide coverage for investigation and defense costs 
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Risk Management and Best Practices
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Client File Management

•Being the subject of a lawsuit does not necessarily mean you have done 
anything wrong

•A thorough, complete and compliant file can increase advisor credibility-
especially in he said / she said type matters

•The file is used in both investigation and litigation and should reflect your 
professionalism and competence

•Memories fade over time and files should be thorough enough for a third party 
reviewing the information to recreate the scenario (critical if any party has 
moved, died or changed professions)

An advisor’s best protection is a well documented file since lack of 
documentation can lead to a finding of fault
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Risk Management and Best Practices
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What to Document?

•Client’s needs, exposures

•Solutions offered

•Response to questions

•Client’s refusal to follow recommendations

•All conversations with clients/parties to a contract

How to Document?
•Telephone log / Records of discussion

•Confirmation emails / letters

•No loose notes/post-it notes 

•No undated information

•Electronic correspondence– ensure backup protocol exists
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Risk Management and Best Practices
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Risk Management Program

Develop a risk management program specific to your clients and office

• Similar procedures followed by all including employees and 
administrative staff

• Simple/practical

• Same way each time

• Training on importance of proper documentation

• Continuing education 
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Key Points
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• Documentation is the key to defending your position at the time of a claim

• Understand your E&O policy and know the claim reporting provisions

• Always act in utmost good faith, be thorough and do not cut corners in your 
business dealings
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Contact Information
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Your broker, Marsh Canada Limited

Joanna Reid, Senior Vice President

Toll Free:         1 888 711 7426
Direct:              416 349 4388
Email:              joanna.reid@marsh.com

Your E&O carrier, Westport Insurance (part of Corporate Solutions):

Matt Davis, Claim Team Leader
Direct:          913 676 5326
Email:          Matthew_Davis@swissre.com

Your Contacts for Additional E&O Questions:



This document and any recommendations, analysis, or advice provided by Marsh (collectively, the “Marsh Analysis”) are intended solely for the entity identified as the recipient herein (“you”). 
This document contains proprietary, confidential information of Marsh and may not be shared with any third party, including other insurance producers, without Marsh’s prior written consent. 
Any statements concerning actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal matters are based solely on our experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and are not to be relied upon as actuarial, 
accounting, tax, or legal advice, for which you should consult your own professional advisors. Any modeling, analytics, or projections are subject to inherent uncertainty, and the Marsh Analysis 
could be materially affected if any underlying assumptions, conditions, information, or factors are inaccurate or incomplete or should change. The information contained herein is based on 
sources we believe reliable, but we make no representation or warranty as to its accuracy. Except as may be set forth in an agreement between you and Marsh, Marsh shall have no obligation 
to update the Marsh Analysis and shall have no liability to you or any other party with regard to the Marsh Analysis or to any services provided by a third party to you or Marsh. Marsh makes no 
representation or warranty concerning the application of policy wordings or the financial condition or solvency of insurers or reinsurers. Marsh makes no assurances regarding the availability, 
cost, or terms of insurance coverage.

Marsh is one of the Marsh & McLennan Companies, together with Guy Carpenter, Mercer, and Oliver Wyman.

Copyright © 2013 Marsh Canada Limited and its licensors. All rights reserved.  www.marsh.ca | www.marsh.com
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